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INTIMATE. ELEVATED. NEW YORK.



For an architect, creating a building  
that transForms the manhattan skyline  
is a rare opportunity.

one madison gave us that opportunity.

JoHn CEtra  |  CEtra/rUddY



onE MadIson Sophisticated, elegant, and always avant-garde, New 
York City stands apart even among the world’s most 
captivating cities. An irresistible magnet for talent and 
genius, a perennial muse of artists, intellectuals and 
style icons. The ideal choice for a lifestyle shaped by 
the pursuit of inspiration. 

One Madison sits at the nexus of New York City’s most 
dynamic neighborhoods—Flatiron, Gramercy, NoMad 
and Chelsea—where Uptown meets Downtown in a 
brilliant display of innovative art, entertainment and 
culinary destinations. Rising from the beginning of 
Madison Avenue, One Madison also overlooks the 
lush green oasis of Madison Square Park, and offers 
spectacular river-to-river-to-sea views. Its iconic 
glass tower is distinctly contemporary yet beautifully 
integrated into the surrounding historic architecture. 
Residences by Yabu Pushelberg and Cetra/Ruddy 
transform the drama of the encircling skyline into a 
unique collection of personal cinematic experiences.

The property’s luxurious services, unparalleled 
amenities and attentive staff come together to form 
One Club, a private residents-only club offering 
an elevated level of personal service. With great 
attention to aesthetic integrity, One Madison brings 
an atmosphere of intimacy to urban living.



A distinctive new icon in the Manhattan skyline designed by 
Cetra/Ruddy, One Madison’s slender 60-story tower is clad 
in bronze glass and interspersed with geometric pods of 
white glass that lend a sense of lightness and interest to the 
façade. Its location at the southern origin of Madison Avenue 
gives residents dramatic, sweeping views up the length 
of the avenue. The neighboring brownstones and historic 

buildings place classic images of New York in the foreground 
while allowing tremendous natural light from every direction. 

Open, loft-like floor plans and floor-to-ceiling windows 
create breathtaking view corridors and panoramas over the 
full arc of the Manhattan skyline from North to South and 
East to West as well as Madison Square Park.







Residents will arrive at One Madison via a discreet  
22nd Street building, designed by BKSK Architects to 
reflect the historic significance of the neighborhood. 
Vertical terra cotta fins on the building’s façade 
resonate with the rich ornamentation of the 
surrounding architecture, and feature a custom  
glaze that naturally reflects the sunlight.

One Madison’s lobby, designed by Yabu Pushelberg, 
is a dramatic, contemporary space defined by rich 
book-matched marble walls and sculptural elements. 
A slender water feature casts light and shadow behind 
tall wood columns and a soft mosaic-patterned custom 
rug leads guests to a curated permanent art installation 
created specifically for One Madison. Site-specific works 
by New York City artists speak to One Madison’s soaring 
heights and the natural beauty of Madison Square Park. 





light colors and subtle textures are 
ethereal yet warm, emphasizing the 
residences’ open spaces and expansive 
views oF the city.
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YabU PUsHELbErG 
IntErIors

Contemporary and elegant, residences by Yabu 
Pushelberg create a serene environment that is 
harmonious in every detail. A soft palette enhances 
the light, open feeling of sophisticated interiors 
while rich finishes and fine craftsmanship bring 
subtle depth to every surface. Herringbone solid 
oak floors throughout create a gentle sense of 
movement toward window walls, encouraging views 
of Manhattan to take center stage. 

Custom Ayous wood kitchen cabinetry inlaid with a 
ribbon of bronze framework is sleek with an artisanal 
touch. Integrated appliances and a honed Calacatta 
Ondulato marble countertop and backsplash complete 
the understated simplicity of the kitchen design. Master 
and secondary baths clad in opulent Blue Cippolino or 
Grey Mist marble evoke the sanctuary-like feeling of a 
spa. In powder rooms, a field of Orobico Grey marble 
adorns the floor and floating vanity.



YabU PUsHELbErG IntErIors
GREAT ROOM



soUtH VIEw



YabU PUsHELbErG IntErIors
MASTER BATH



Floor-to-ceiling glass walls create a 
dramatic and picturesque backdrop that 
changes with the seasons.
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Residences by Cetra/Ruddy are a Modernist-style 
celebration of natural light and expansive skyline views. 
Materials and finishes in light hues accentuate the 
beauty of the evolving sky and elevate the experience 
of loft-like interiors. Wide plank solid white oak flooring 
brings a classical sense of luxury throughout and a 
sensual texture underfoot. 

Custom kitchen cabinetry in satin-rubbed Indian 
Laurel veneer is embellished with luxurious Calacatta 
Borghini marble countertops and seamlessly 
integrated appliances create a tailored feel. Master 
and secondary baths are serene retreats clad in an 
array of opulent stone surfaces from Italian travertine 
to Calacatta Gold, Crema Delicato and Thala Grey 
marbles. Powder rooms with Italian travertine walls 
feature a floating Gris Pulpis marble vanity.

CEtra/rUddY 
IntErIors



CEtra/rUddY IntErIors
GREAT ROOM



nortH VIEw



CEtra/rUddY IntErIors
MASTER BATH



For one club, the modern townhome was 
our inspiration. we created spaces that 
are contemporary and sophisticated, yet 
completely comFortable.
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LIFEstYLE One Club at One Madison provides an unparalleled 
level of customized lifestyle services and elegant 
venues that together elevate the enjoyment of 
everyday pastimes and offer an ideal setting for 
special occasions. Within One Club, two floors 
of extensive amenity spaces designed by Yabu 
Pushelberg are served by an array of experienced 
lifestyle professionals who attend to residents’ 
requests with thoughtful attention to every detail.

Many of the amenities—from an indoor pool set within 
sensational marble-clad walls to the glass-enclosed 
steam room and state-of-the-art fitness center—
feature beautiful views over Madison Square Park 
through floor-to-ceiling windows. Relaxing time spent 
with family and friends is enhanced with butler service 
throughout the lounge, parlor and screening room.  
Private parties in the dining room are facilitated with 
ease from the catering kitchen.

One Club’s 24-hour service provides an exceptional 
level of assistance with everyday needs as well 
as access to the most desirable entertainment 
destinations, coveted restaurants and lifestyle 
experiences in New York City and worldwide.



LIFEstYLE
DINING



LIFEstYLE
LOUNGE



LIFEstYLE
PARLOR



LIFEstYLE
SCREENING



LIFEstYLE
POOL



LIFEstYLE
SPA



LIFEstYLE
FITNESS



LIFEstYLE
PLAYROOM



nEIGHborHood Overlooking Madison Square Park, an elegant 
sanctuary in the heart of New York City, One Madison 
is ideally located at the nexus of Flatiron, Gramercy, 
NoMad and Chelsea. These neighborhoods bring 
together the best of historic and contemporary art, 
architecture, culture and cuisine.

Along the surrounding avenues and brownstone-lined 
streets, celebrated chefs have established innovative, 
critically acclaimed restaurants—from the lively casual 
atmosphere inside Mario Batali’s culinary temple, 
Eataly, to the Michelin-star excellence of Eleven 
Madison Park. Local trendsetters including NoMad  
and Maialino are among New York City’s hottest  
see-and-be-seen destinations. 

Abundant opportunities to explore the city’s dynamic 
cultural scene begin at your fingertips within Madison 
Square Park, a renowned site for prestigious and 
provocative public art installations. Nearby, Chelsea 
features dozens of art galleries as well as the innovative 
High Line park, which offers a sophisticated landscaped 
pathway to the Meatpacking District. And, just to the 
south of One Madison, two more legendary green 
oases—Gramercy Park and Union Square.

Ideally situated where Uptown meets Downtown, 
One Madison is at the center of New York City’s most 
captivating attractions.
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tHE broMPton

rELatEd CoMPanIEs

Related Companies is the most prominent privately-
owned real estate firm in the United States. Formed 40 
years ago, Related is a fully-integrated, highly diversified 
industry leader with experience in virtually every aspect of 
development, acquisitions, management, finance, marketing 
and sales. Headquartered in New York City, Related has 
offices and major developments in Boston, Chicago, Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, South Florida, Abu Dhabi, São Paulo 
and Shanghai and boasts a team of approximately 2,000 
professionals. The Company’s existing portfolio of real estate 
assets, valued at over $15 billion, is made up of best-in-class 
developments in premier high-barrier-to-entry markets 
across all asset classes.

As the nation’s preeminent developer of luxury residential 
properties for more than a quarter century, Related 
pioneered the concept of commissioning celebrated 
architects to design residential properties by selecting 

Robert A.M. Stern to plan his firm’s first luxury  
condominium, The Chatham. The company’s portfolio of 
residential projects—including such recent developments 
as MiMA, The Brompton, The Caledonia, The Harrison and 
Superior Ink, as well as One Central Park Residences at 
Time Warner Center—stand as significant additions to the 
fabric of New York, and are also some of the most coveted, 
sought-after luxury addresses in Manhattan. Related 
also owns Equinox® Fitness Clubs, further expanding the 
company’s capabilities into the health and fitness arena and 
enhancing the value of its properties by incorporating an 
exclusive, branded amenity into the lifestyle offering, and 
a partnership interest in Union Square Events, the catering, 
culture, sports, and events business of Danny Meyer’s Union 
Square Hospitality Group. 

For more information about Related Companies  
please visit www.related.com.
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HFZ CaPItaL GroUP

HFZ Capital Group is a real estate development company 
headquartered in New York City. The company’s success 
can be attributed to their real estate professionals’ unique 
ability to uncover value. This expertise has allowed HFZ 
Capital Group to capitalize on market inefficiencies 
across a range of real estate types, including residential, 
hospitality, mixed-use, urban infill, entertainment and 
adaptive re-use properties.

The company has expertise in a broad range of real 
estate disciplines, including analytics, structured finance, 
investment, development, construction and asset 

management. Their accomplished team has enabled the 
company to sustain positive returns over time in all market 
conditions. 

They seek out creative investment strategies that allow them 
to remain on the cutting edge of opportunistic real estate 
investing. HFZ Capital Group has built its reputation on its 
breadth of talent, creative deal structuring and ability to 
manage risk. The company’s depth of experience gives it the 
insight and skill to turn their vision into strong returns for 
partners and investors.



CEtra/rUddY

Cetra/Ruddy is an award-winning architecture and 
interior design firm that is at the forefront of innovative 
residential design. For the past 25 years, Cetra/Ruddy 
has designed unique homes for New York’s most 
discerning residents and developers. The firm crafts 
memorable architectural experiences that are grounded 
in thoughtfulness, quality and attention to detail. The 
firm designs projects rooted in a commitment to the 
integration of client goals and inspired architecture. 
The challenges of new construction, renovation, 
and adaptive re-use are addressed with intelligence, 
resourcefulness and sensitivity. 

Cetra/Ruddy’s sophisticated design and philosophy and 
process are integral to its success within a diversity of 
sectors, including residential, educational, commercial, 
corporate interiors, not-for-profit and cultural on an 
international level.

YabU PUsHELbErG

George Yabu and Glenn Pushelberg, founders of 
the internationally renowned design firm Yabu 
Pushelberg, were named two of the “101 People You 
Must Meet in 2011” by town & country. Their firm is 
a winner of the James Beard Award for excellence in 
restaurant design and has been inducted into interior 
design’s “Hall of Fame.” It has also been named to 
condé nast traveler’s “Hot Interior Design Firm” 
list, and elle décor’s “A-List.” Yabu Pushelberg’s 
client roster is filled with leading innovators of hotel 
groups, retailers and top chefs, including Ian Schrager, 
Barneys and Daniel Boulud, among others. Residential 
projects they have designed include Superior Ink in 
New York City and Opus in Hong Kong.

With over 100 employees and offices in New York, 
Toronto and China, George and Glenn name New York 
as “the best place on earth, no matter what people 
say” and are inspired by its energy. There is no typical 
day for the design duo, who frequently find themselves 
in no less than four different cities in one week alone. 
They have traveled to over 125 countries but feel “there 
is always more to explore and learn, especially when 
designing and applying techniques towards our work.”

bksk arCHItECts

New York-based BKSK Architects creates architecture 
that is aesthetically distinctive, contextually 
appropriate and environmentally conscious. Founded 
in 1985, BKSK’s diverse range of work extends beyond 
any one building type or form and includes award-
winning residential, cultural, civic, and educational 
projects. BKSK has been honored with over 40 
design awards, including an American Institute of 
Architects (AIA) National Housing Award for a new 
luxury residential development, an AIA Committee on 
the Environment Award for a LEED® Platinum-rated 
visitor center, and two Palladio Awards for traditional 
residential architecture. 

BKSK’s body of residential development work is varied, 
contextually responsive, and characterized  
by a sense of inherent quality. Each of the firm’s multi-
family structures is clearly designed for its unique 
setting, with a rightness of fit for the neighborhood. 
From TriBeCa’s Hubert and NoHo’s 25 Bond to the 
Upper West Side’s Harsen House, BKSK’s track record 
is of buildings that are immediately embraced by the 
market, then retain their value and distinctiveness.



THE COMPLETE OFFERING TERMS ARE IN AN OFFERING PLAN AVAILABLE FROM SPONSOR. FILE NO.CD06-0603. SPONSOR: MADISON R/A SuB, LLC.
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